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We create the software tools that development, testing, and operations teams use to deliver the highest quality and 
best performing software possible, shipped at seemingly impossible velocities.

With products for API design and documentation, API and UI level testing, code review, and monitoring across APIs, 
web, mobile, and desktop applications, we equip every member of your team with tools to ensure quality at every 
stage of the software cycle.

The Leader in Software Quality Tools for Teams

            SwaggerHub

            Swagger    

Functional Testing 

           SoapUI Pro 

           SoapUI 

         TestServer

           TestComplete

         TestLeft

         TestExecute

Load & Performance Testing
         LoadUI Pro

         LoadComplete

Service Virtualization
         ServiceV Pro

On-Demand Test Environments
         CrossBrowserTesting

 VirtServer

Test Management
 QAComplete

Code Collaboration & Optimization
 Collaborator

 AQtime Pro

Monitoring
 AlertSite

Development, testing, and operations teams are focused on delivering the highest quality and best 
performing software possible, faster than ever.

SmartBear provides tools for API design and documentation, API and UI testing, code review, and 
monitoring across APIs, web, mobile, and desktop applications. We equip every member of your team 
with tools to ensure quality at every stage of the software development lifecycle.

API Design & Documentation
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Justin Teague
CEO, SmartBear

On behalf of everyone at SmartBear, I am pleased to welcome you to our first user 
conference, SmartBear Connect.

Trends like cloud, mobile, and IoT are creating new opportunities and challenges 
to how software is built and delivered. Development, testing, and operations teams 
are now living in a world where the pressure to deliver software faster, without 
compromising quality, is greater than ever before. 

With these realities in mind, we have crafted the agenda for SmartBear Connect to 
focus on sharing unique insights, expertise, and best practices related to API design, 
application and API quality, and post-deployment monitoring of business-critical 
assets. Throughout the two days, expect unmatched networking and knowledge-
sharing opportunities with your peers and direct access to SmartBear’s product and 
technical experts, so you can learn more about how our tools can improve your 
software development initiatives. 

There are a lot of conferences out there you could attend, and we know that taking 
two days away from the office to attend SmartBear Connect is a big deal. I am thrilled 
that you have decided to join us and am confident that you will walk away energized, 
connected, and ready to build and deliver flawless software faster than ever.

Thank you and welcome!

Welcome to SmartBear Connect



Day One Agenda
September 12

API Design API Testing

Day One consists of live, interactive training 
sessions for the following products: Swagger, 
ReadyAPI, CrossBrowserTesting, TestComplete, and 
AlertSite. There are seven sessions with two “check 
your knowledge” quizzes. All attendees will receive 
a certification in their selected product track. In 
order to get the most out of product training, it’s 
recommended that attendees stay in their selected 
track for the entire day.

Track 1 | Commonwealth 2 Track 2 | Salons F-H

Chris Riley
Director Solutions Architecture, 
cPrime, Inc.

Michael Giller
Manager of Sales Engineer Team 
(API), SmartBear

Attendees will be exposed to topics including API 
Marketplace, introduction to Swagger/OpenAPI, REST 
primer, an overview of Swagger 2.0 vs. OpenAPI 3.0, the API 
lifecycle, and best practices for Swagger/SwaggerHub. The 
class will also leverage hands on use of the Swagger Editor 
and UI to create an OpenAPI definition. 

Attendees will learn how to create comprehensive, end-
to-end API functional tests, how to work with REST and 
SOAP APIs, involve data in testing, and add API tests 
into their CI/CD DevOps strategy. In addition, we’ll go 
over comprehensive aspects of API security testing, API 
performance testing and API virtualization/mocking.

 
   

SwaggerHub           

            

            Swagger    LoadUI ProSoapUI ProServiceV Pro

7:30 - 9:00 Registration/Breakfast | Salons A-E

9:00 - 9:15 Welcome to SmartBear Connect 2017 
– Bryan Semple, CMO, SmartBear

9:15 - 9:30 Break

9:30 - 12:00 Training Sessions

12:00 - 1:00 Lunch | Salons A-E

1:00 - 3:00 Training Sessions

3:00 - 3:30 Break

3:30 - 5:30 Training Sessions

5:30 - 8:00 Welcome Party | Patio Pavilion
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UI Functional Testing
Track 4 | Salons A-E

Web Testing Platform 

Performance Monitoring

Track 3 | Charles River Room East

Track 5 | Charles River Room West

CrossBrowserTesting TestComplete

AlertSite

John Lucania
Technical Engineer Team Lead, 
SmartBear

Dan Giordano 
Marketing Manager, 
SmartBear

Lino Tadros 
Solution Architect, 
Solliance

Each attendee will have their own instance of AlertSite, 
DejaClick, and ReadyAPI to work alongside our instructors. 
The AlertSite product track includes the following interactive 
training sessions: web monitoring, API monitoring, root 
cause analysis, AlertSite REST APIs, AlertSite for admins, and 
AlertSite best practices.

Attendees will get the chance to see how they can use 
CrossBrowserTesting throughout their testing process. 
We’ll run exploratory tests and log defects, write Selenium 
automated tests using Python and JavaScript frameworks, 
and debug on mobile and desktop browsers. In addition, 
we’ll cover parallel testing and radically speeding your 
testing process using our device cloud.

Attendees will experience TestComplete with Windows, web, 
and iOS/Android applications. Name mapping, debugging, 
events, checkpoints, latest Javascript ECMA 6 will be 
discussed and demonstrated. In addition, distributed testing 
and testing in the cloud will be explained and demonstrated.

Welcome Party and BBQ
Patio Pavilion 
5:30 to 8:00

Join us for
• Harpoon Beer Tasting
• Photo Booth
• Doubleshot Basketball
• Giant Jenga
• Corn Hole
• Lifesize Battleship



Day Two Agenda
September 13

7:30 - 9:00 Breakfast | Salons A-E

8:00 - 8:20 SmartBear Vision - Justin Teague, CEO, SmartBear | Salons A-E
SmartBear’s CEO will share insights on why we’re hosting our first-ever user conference, and provide an 
overview of our vision and where we’re headed.

8:20 - 9:30 SmartBear Product Vision and Roadmap - Ole Lensmar, CTO, SmartBear | Salons A-E
SmartBear’s CTO will share our product strategy and roadmap across the entire SmartBear product portfolio, 
featuring guest appearances from SmartBear’s product leadership team.

Track 1: API Design
Salons F-H

Track 2: API Quality
Salons A-E

Track 3: Software Testing
Charles River Room

9:30 - 10:15 Implementing Continuous 
Improvement Techniques for Your API 
Design

Software-as-a-Service: Inception, 
Testing, and Production Monitoring

Lessons Learned: The Challenges and 
Successes of Integrating Automated 
Testing into Existing Projects

10:15 - 11:00 API Contract-As-Code: Rapid 
Development with OAS3

Building an API Security Strategy Implementing New TestComplete 
Framework for Windows Applications

11:00 - 11:45 Practical DevOps for Delivering 
Better APIs

Continuous Testing Approach for 
Success in Agile & DevOps

Panel: Automation Framework Best 
Practices with TestComplete

11:45 - 1:00 Lunch | Salons A-E

1:00 - 1:45 Cloud Native Journey From Netflix OSS 
to Containers and Sidecars

Panel: Unintended Uses of SoapUI Test Automation: How To Succeed 
When Moving Beyond Manual Testing

1:45 - 2:30 Microservices Architecture - Building 
“SMART” & “Agile” Software

Continuous Testing Using Service 
Virtualization

Moving From HP ALM to QAComplete – 
Why and How

2:30 - 3:15 OpenAPI 3.0: Supporting a More 
Mature REST API

API Testing and Performance 
Monitoring Makes Sense and Makes 
Cents!

Test Automation Success Using 
TestComplete, QAComplete, and Other 
Technologies

3:15 - 3:30 Break | Salons A-E

3:30 - 4:30 “Ask Me Anything” with SmartBear’s Product Leaders | Salons A-E
SmartBear’s technology and product leadership team will host an intimate, interactive session where you can 
ask all your burning product questions, get insights into what’s on their mind, and learn more about what 
they’re planning from a product roadmap perspective. Submit your questions ahead of time on Twitter 
(@SmartBear) or via the postcard in your swag bag.
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Implementing Continuous Improvement Techniques for Your API Design

API Contract-As-Code: Rapid Development with OpenAPI 3.0

Practical DevOps for Delivering Better APIs

Lorinda Brandon
Director, Developer Marketing, 
Capital One DevExchange

Ted Epstein
CEO, RepreZen

Keshev Vasudevan
Product Marketing Manager,
SmartBear

When people think about API design, they immediately think about how to name the 
resources and build the OpenAPI definition. But the real crux of your API design lies 
with figuring out what the API should do, how it should do it, and how to improve it. 
Like any other product in your portfolio, you need to connect with customers and 
learn what they need before *and after* you design your API. This session will share 
best practices from Capital One DevExchange on how to implement continuous 
improvement techniques for API design. 

API-first puts the API at the center of your product strategy. Contract-first puts API 
design quality at the top of the agenda. But when it’s time to start coding, can we really 
use an OpenAPI Spec? Aside from telling us what to build, and maybe generating a 
one-time scaffold, what can it do for us? In this session, we’ll leverage the expressive 
power of OpenAPI 3.0 in a fast, iterative development lifecycle. We’ll show how, with a 
few basic rules in place, we can drive API evolution from the OAS contract, all the way 
through to microservice implementation.

APIs have gone mainstream, and there’s a burning desire for a lot of organizations to 
build resilient APIs, which everyone loves. With the standardization of the OpenAPI 
Specification (OAS), and the evolution of the tooling around it, building great, 
consumer friendly APIs has become a much easier process. But how do teams think 
about applying lean and agile methodologies of iteratively designing, developing, 
testing, and operating APIs at scale? In this talk, Paul will discuss how to best adopt 
DevOps practices and recommendations when delivering high value APIs without loss 
in delivery speeds, and how an API descriptor like the OpenAPI Specification can help 
in this regard.

API Design
Track 1 | Salons F-H



Cloud Native Journey From Netflix OSS to Containers and Sidecars

Microservices Architecture - Building “SMART” & “Agile” Software

OpenAPI 3.0: Supporting a More Mature REST API

Naveen Byreddy
Sr. Director,  
Software Developement, 
Charter Communications

Sabyasachi Gupta
Product Architect, 
Zaloni, Inc.

Chris Riley
Director Solutions Architecture, 
cPrime, Inc.

Over the course of the past few years, Charter Communications has undertaken a 
massive cloud journey. The project started by going cloud native using Netflix OSS 
and internally hosted tooling to launch several consumer facing projects. This path 
forward relies on containers and the orchestration that goes along with it. The first 
version of the internal Platform as a Service (PaaS) was built around the microservices 
architecture and focused on one public cloud provider using Machine Images. In this 
session, we will discuss the evolution of this initiative over the last year to leverage 
container technology (primarily Docker) with the orchestration engine (Kubernetes) 
and the right service mesh to go with running this PaaS infrastructure across multiple 
cloud providers. The session will also cover the design principles required to achieve 
the “3 R’s”... Reliable, Resilient, and Robust, which was a critical priority for Charter 
starting from the use of Machine Images in one public cloud provider to the current 
hybrid infrastructure and onto the future state where applicable apps would run the 
container oriented infrastructure.

Building software which is SMART (Scalable, Measurable, Available, Reliable & 
Testable) is non-trivial. Design and Architecture principles like SOA (Service Oriented 
Architecture), TOGAF (The Open Group Architecture Framework), and Zachman made 
us build monolith applications which were tough to build and maintain i.e. not “Agile.” 
In today’s “Instant Nirvana” generation, we need to build SMART systems. This session 
will distinguish between systems and applications, talk about Conway’s Laws and 
how we can learn from it to build SMART systems, venture into DDD (Domain Driven 
Design) and get into details as to how to realize microservices architecture using 
existing tools like Jhipster, Swagger, and other open source applications.

The Richardson Maturity Model helped categorize an organization’s maturity 
in applying REST principles, from very basic APIs, Maturity Level 0 (POX), to the 
highest degree of complexity, Maturity Level 3 HATEOAS (Hypertext as the Engine 
of Application State). This session will discuss each level and how the OpenAPI 
Specification is able to support those levels with the new 3.0 functionality and previous 
versions of the Swagger Specification. 

API Design
Track 1 | Salons F-H
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Sabyasachi Gupta
Product Architect, 
Zaloni, Inc.

Chris Riley
Director Solutions Architecture, 
cPrime, Inc.

Software-as-a-Service: Inception, Testing, and Production Monitoring

Building an API Security Strategy

Continuous Testing Approach for Success in Agile & DevOps

Track 2 | Salons A-E

SK Bhachech
Director, Service Quality 
and Security, Everbridge

Mark Willis
Global Security, 
Aetna

Pradeep Govindasamy
President & CTO
Cigniti Technologies Ltd.

In today’s SaaS world, developers are building RESTful microservices, QA engineers are 
using increasing amount of automation for functional as well as load and performance 
testing, and site reliability engineers (“those Ops people”) are going beyond just 
uptime monitoring. Just as Dev and Ops have converged to coin the term DevOps, the 
convergence of technologies under SmartBear’s umbrella (Swagger UI, SoapUI, LoadUI, 
and AlertSite) enables Everbridge to deliver a high quality, high performance, highly 
available set of features and functionality to our customers. This session will focus on 
Everbridge’s experience and lessons learned from driving quality throughout the entire 
API Lifecycle. 

When people hear the term “application security,” more often than not they tend to 
think of desktop, mobile, and web applications; with APIs being overlooked or simply 
as an afterthought from a security perspective.  In a world interdependent upon 
APIs, organizations can no longer ignore the importance of properly securing their 
APIs – for their own use and the potential use by 3rd parties. This session will feature 
Aetna’s experience developing an API security strategy that will fit into your existing 
Secure Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) or as part of a newly designed Secure 
SDLC, regardless of whether the software development cadence is Agile, DevOps, or a 
Traditional SDLC approach.

The concept of Agile and DevOps has become very popular as organizations try to 
meet faster delivery schedules and improve collaboration across different teams. 
In such a world, delivering high quality applications is becoming more complex and 
increasingly challenging due to the heightened pressure on testing teams to move 
faster. Forrester Research says Agile adoption has surpassed 50%, and the number 
of teams delivering code at least once a month also rose from 33% in 2015 to 36% in 
2016. These trends are creating an opportunity for QA teams to adopt a continuous 
testing approach. In this session, Pradeep will highlight the key ingredients of 
continuous testing and will talk about real-world examples where he has enabled Agile 
& DevOps transformation using a continuous testing approach.

API Quality



Continuous Testing Using Service Virtualization

API Testing and Performance Monitoring Makes Sense and Makes Cents!

Amit Bansal
Principal Software QA 
Engineer, Kronos Software 
Solutions Limited

Richard Feller
Owner, 
Hedgehog Technology Services

Service virtualization is the abstraction of a physical service through a proxy or 
intermediary service. Virtual services are a not only great tool to reduce dependencies 
and delays during development and testing cycles, but are a fantastic companion 
to functional, load, and security testing as well. ServiceV from SmartBear supports 
virtualization of HTTP, REST, SOAP, JMS, and JDBC protocols. In this session, we will 
discuss the need and benefits of service virtualization with some real-world examples 
using ServiceV. After this session, attendees will understand the use cases and best 
practices to leverage service virtualization in their current projects.

Many organizations recognize the importance of web monitoring, but do not have 
any tools in place to gain insight into the health of their APIs in production. In this 
session, we will outline the path to an ROI model related to the monitoring of APIs, 
both associated with internal and external systems. The ROI model associated with API 
monitoring will cover both the technology and business benefits of leveraging an API 
monitoring tool.

API Quality
Track 2 | Salons A-E

Panel: Unintended Uses of SoapUI Keith Smith
Sr. Architect, 
Integral Partners, LLC

Nandor Szabo
Software Tester, Novell 
Professional Services

Gregory Goldshteyn
Principal Founding QA Architect, 
FloQast

SoapUI is the world’s most popular and widely-used open source API testing tool for 
SOAP and REST APIs. SoapUI offers SOAP Web Services functional testing, REST API 
functional testing, WSDL coverage, message assertion testing, and test refactoring - 
but it can also be used for much more! In this session, a panel of SoapUI users will 
share some of the interesting and often unintended things you can do with SoapUI 
that you may not have considered. 
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Corey Anderson
Engineering Manager I, 
Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories

Kevin Johnson
Lead Automation Engineer, 
Product Vision, Tyler Technologies

Mingzhu Gao
QA Team Lead, 
Schlumberger

Jim Trentadue
QA Consultant, 
QA Management Consultant

Lessons Learned: The Challenges and Successes of Integrating Automated 
Testing into Existing Development Projects

Doing the Impossible: Implementing New TestComplete Framework for 
Windows Applications

Panel: Automation Framework Best Practices with TestComplete

Robert Martin
QA Engineer, 
Select Medical

Reginald Moore
Manager, Software QA, 
LifeWatch Services, Inc

Automated testing is one of the major “new” approaches that software development and 
QA teams are striving to incorporate into software development projects. Companies 
that previously had no automated testing are now seeking to add it to their development 
lifecycle to accelerate the software delivery cadence. When moving from a manual to an 
automated testing approach, there can be significant challenges and potential barriers 
to getting up-and-running. In this session, Select Medical will share their experiences, 
observations, and lessons learned after being involved in several automated testing process 
transformations and will list out the best practices for a successful automation launch.

Windows applications present their own unique set of challenges for QA teams trying to 
ensure that updates to the application are released on time and are of the highest quality. 
In this session, we will discuss the best practices for identifying the best testing framework, 
implementing the new framework, and dealing with the challenges to continue to improve 
the framework that was selected.

Building a test automation framework can be challenging, and most teams have their 
own style, approach, and philosophy for building the automation framework based on 
their previous experience and automation goals. In this session, a panel of TestComplete 
customers will discuss their own best practices for building a great automation framework 
and will provide suggestions for teams looking to adopt an automation framework. 

Software Testing
Track 3 | Charles River Room



Software Testing

Test Automation: How To Succeed When Moving Beyond Manual Testing

Test Automation Success Using TestComplete, QAComplete, and Other 
Technologies

Moving From HP ALM to QAComplete – Why and How

Track 3 | Charles River Room

Carson Underwood
QA Automation Engineer, 
O’Reilly Automotive

Andy Lachapelle 
QA Architect

Rich Meskill 
Associate Dir. of QA

Kevin Johnson
Lead Automation Engineer, 
Product Vision, 
Tyler Technologies

Most of the challenges that companies new to automation experience are related to 
unrealistic expectations and poor up-front planning. QA automation in its current form is 
a fantastic and useful addition to the traditional SDLC and QA practices. However, it has 
to be made clear that it is usually impossible to automate 100% of all testing. While a lot 
of people will see immediate cost benefits of automation and set full coverage as a goal, 
they will quickly realize that the cost of maintenance becomes too high in an Agile world. 
In this session, O’Reilly Automotive will share their experiences planning what to automate, 
creating and maintaining tests with a defined set of standards, and determining how 
manual testing efforts and automation can work together, not in opposition.

In late 2015, Tyler Technologies’ New World Public Safety division embarked on an 
exciting replacement for their industry leading Public Safety Records product. While the 
existing product was built as a classic native Windows application, the new initiative is a 
modern web application. The QA Team had already assembled a library of manual tests 
using QAComplete, and a small amount of exploratory automation using TestComplete. 
The primary objective was to prototype and implement a continuous integration 
automation of the new web application’s front-end. This session will describe the Tyler 
Technologies journey to test automation - how the project was initiated, the issues and 
challenges, and the future plans for this initiative.

The need for modern tools to help teams accelerate their software release cadence 
without compromising quality is greater than ever. In this session, Rich Meskill and Andy 
Lachapelle will share their experiences moving off HP ALM and why they decided to 
implement QAComplete.
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Thank You to Our Sponsors



Stay Connected using #SBConnect17







@SmartBear

linkedin.com/company/smartbear-software

facebook.com/smartbear

Join the SmartBear Community
Our hub of industry experts with 75K members and over 135K posts  

 • Participate in discussions - 86% of questions are solved within 24 hours
 • Build plugins
 • Suggest product improvements
 • Network with industry experts

Join Us 24/7 @
community.smartbear.com
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